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NEW WEBSITE with NEW INVENTORY!
New website just launched with hun-
dreds of items that haven’t yet been 
offered elsewhere! Whether your bud-
get is under $60 or over six-figures, we 
look forward to welcoming you to the 
new Executive Currency experience.

ExecutiveCurrency.com

US Coins:

1. 1943 Bronze Lincoln Cent + 1944 Steel Lincoln Cent. Trophies of 
the highest caliber. The museum-worthy 1943 Bronze demonstrates 
pleasing golden-brown surfaces interrupted by “test cuts.” As the 1943 
Copper cent became an immediate sensation upon discovery—and 
today holds the lofty position of number 8 out of the top 100 coins—
crooks immediately began to attempt to capitalize with nefarious 
methods to fool collectors. Graded as PCGS Genuine, this piece can 
best be described as having the details of Extremely Fine with a few 
scratches and trivial rim nick at 2:30 on each side. The 1944 Steel Cent 
is also graded PCGS Genuine and has the details of Extremely Fine with 
some environmental damage. The granular surfaces are consistent with 
original circ steel cents. This perfect penny pair is what some collectors 
spend a lifetime dreaming of. Please contact us for pricing, availability, 
and to receive high-resolution images of this high six-figure pairing. 
Interest-free terms available.

2. 1794 50c First Year. Exceptional opportunity to secure this scarce 
coin valued at $24.6k in VF according to US Coin Book. Heritage 
hasn’t sold any VFs in 4 years; this is a bargain. Pics upon request. NGC 
VF 20. .........................................................................................................$11,950

3. 1856 Flying Eagle. Key to Small Size Cents. An absolutely outstanding 
Flying Eagle with comment of Environmental Damage that appears to be 
wood grain. This is an exceptional opportunity to brag to your friends at 
your coin club that you scored an 1856 Flying Eagle for less than $10k! 
Pics upon request. NGC VF Details. .......................................................$9995

4. 1925 50c Stone Mountain. Monster strike and toning on this coin 
that’s never been CAC. Greysheet Bid is $16,500, yet prior sales have 
approached $30k. We’re pleased to offer this for roughly half of the 
wholesale recommendation. Pics upon request. NGC MS68. ......... $8500

5. 1872 Seated Liberty Dime Cameo Gorgeous light multi-colored toning 
overlying deeply reflective cameo fields. PCGS PR-64 CAM. ............$995

6. 1916 25c Standing Liberty. Of the 52k stuck, many are heavily circ. This 
well-struck specimen boasts a Full Head and meticulously preserved 
surfaces meriting an impressive grade. Only 5 examples have graded 
higher. Greysheet Bid: $48k. CPG Market Review suggests retail price of 
$57,800. This trophy is offered for $8300 less than suggested retail. Pics 
upon request. NGC Mint State 66 Full Head. ..................................$49,500

US Paper Money:

7. $5/$10 1934-D FRN, Fr. 1960-J, Double Denomination. A trophy of the 
highest caliber, this note features the five dollar denomination on the 
face with the back showcasing a well-centered ten dollar denomination. 
It’s no surprise this note commences our October specials, but consider 
this “King of Errors” both a trick and a treat. Preserved in pristine 
condition with the coveted Exceptional Paper Quality designation. Scan 
the QR code with your smartphone to watch a video of this spectacular 
selection. PMG Ch Unc 64EPQ. .......................................................... $44,500

8. $2 1976 FRN, Double Print Deuce. Arguably the most dramatic US 
error ever produced. This sheet was fed through the overprint twice with 
2 sets of different serial numbers, seals, and district numbers. Preserved 
in pristine condition. Certain to become the pinnacle of the collection it 
enters. PMG Gem Unc 65EPQ. ............................................................ $19,995

9. $10 1861 Demand Note, Fr.9, Key Demand Note. One of only 8 
Cincinnati $10s known—one of which is permanently impounded in 
the ANA museum. This is the lowest SN reported and has excellent 
color on both sides with essentially complete margins. Even with the 
minor issue of ‘pinholes’ this may be the finest-looking example. PMG 
VF 20. ........................................................................................................$24,950

10. $20 1861, Fr. 11, Demand Note “PROOF” America’s earliest Federal 
circulating paper money. Only 5 issued notes in public hands, with 
lowest grade bringing $100k+. Unique as a proof. Serial number 00000, 
with expected punch hole cancellations. Dual sided and mounted on 
cardstock. PMG PROOF. Irreplaceable at any cost. ........................ $34,500

11. $2 Original Serial Number One--Lazy Deuce. FNB Kankakee, IL Ch. 
1793. This is one of only about 3 dozen SN1 Lazy Deuces known from all 
banks in the country combined. PMG has given this rarity a ‘net’ due to 
some toning of the paper as well as some trivial edge damage that affects 
little, but on a National of this importance those imperfections are more 
than excusable. PMG VF 30, net. ........................................................ $24,500

12. $5 1902-ND, FNB Fairbanks, AK Ch. 7718. Quite scarce as Alaska Blue 
Seals are not hoard items and come up one at a time, with years passing 
between appearances. Enjoy the mystique of the farthest north national 
bank from the District of Alaska. PMG Fine 12. .................................$24,950

13. $20 1864, Fr. 191a, CITN. Of the 61 pieces known, only 4 are graded 
nicer.Though some restorations are noted by PCGS, this piece does not 
exhibit any major internal problems caused mainly by the deterioration of 
the bronzing encountered on mid-grade Compound Interest Notes. This 
pleasing type is dated Oct. 15, 1864. The Greensheet offers a wholesale 
price of $26k in VF 20--we’re proud to offer this for considerably less. 
PCGS VF 30. ............................................................................................$19,500

14. $20 1870, Fr. 1152, National Gold Bank Note-San Fran. Ch#1741 A 
tangible link to the wild west and the Calif. gold rush, but also to the 
most formative stages of American currency. Comments of repaired and 
trimmed mentioned on back has been executed with consummate skill 
to stabilize this historic banknote for future generations. Ask for high-res 
scans. PMG VG 10, net. ..........................................................................$15,950

15. $5 1863 Legal Tender, Fr. 63 Serial Number One- Large Size #1.
Exceptionally scarce opportunity to secure a serial number one on one 
of the early $5 notes printed by the US. This note spent a great deal 
of time in circulation over the past 150 years, but despite its condition 
with edge tears, edge nicks, and pieces missing, it remains an affordable 
and unusual opportunity to secure a large size SN 1. Pics upon request. 
VG. ................................................................................................................ $2795

16. $1 1963-A FRN, Serial Number One–L00000001C. Preserved in an 
ideal collector grade with a seemingly Unc appearance. Great choice! 
PMG Abt Unc 55. .......................................................................................$4950

17. $10 1999 FRN Serial Number One–BK00000001B. Big Head Design is 
very scarce for SN1s; this note presents several points above its assigned 
grade is a perfect opportunity to add a SN1 on a very attractive, gently 
handled note. PCGS-B EF 40. ..................................................................$4995

18. $1 1969 FRN, Ascending Ladder–C12345678A. Start your year on the 
up with this 1-8 trophy. Ch CU. ............................................................... $2495

19. $100 2009-A FRN Solid 1s–LE 11111111 A. Tied for the finest known; this 
note is destined to be the pinnacle of an already impressive collection. 
PMG Superb Gem Unc 67EPQ. ...............................................................$8995

20. $50 2013 FRN Solid 1s–MF 11111111 B. Exceptional eye-appeal for this 
scarce denomination with solid ones. This note belongs in a 64 holder. 
PCGS-B Ch Unc 63. ...................................................................................$5995

21. $50 2013 FRN Solid 1s–MK 11111111 B. An equally-as-exciting, but 
considerably more affordable than the note above. Note presents 
as a very strong AU with only a whisper of a center bend during our 
inspection. Ch AU. .....................................................................................$4250

22. $20 2013 FRN Solid 1s– MB 11111111 F. Superb Gem margins appear 
on this colorized twenty that presents quite well from both sides. PMG 
About Unc 53EPQ. .....................................................................................$2995

23. $50 2013 FRN, Solid 2s–MJ22222222A. Attractive even margins on the 
colorized note with all 2s. Ch AU ............................................................$3995

24. $1 1981 FRN, Solid 4s with Matching District–D44444444B. Gem 
margins with eight 4s that flood the SN. Great note; better price. PCGS-B 
Gem Unc 65PPQ. ....................................................................................... $1995

25. $1 1988-A FRN, Solid 8s–F88888888F. Would not look out of place in 
a 65 holder. Fully-original with a highly sought-after serial! PMG Ch Unc 
64EPQ. ......................................................................................................... $7250

Collectibles:
26. Leper Colony Coin: In the 1920s special coins were minted specifically 

for use in 3 leper colonies run by the Colombian gov. which were known 
as “lazarettos.” Due to widespread misconceptions about leprosy, these 
coins were believed to protect the general population from infection. 
Includes display case. .................................................................................... $55

27. Pirate Money: These tin pitis coins were struck in Palemborg, a major 
port in 18th century Indonesia. Besides being a hub for the spice trade, 
the region was also notorious for pirates. One sided and holed as they 
were meant to be strung together–drawing inspiration from Chinese 
cash coins. Includes display case. ............................................................... $50

28. Wright Flyer Fabric Acrylic Display: The Wright Brothers Flyer 
holds a place in history as the world’s first successful powered aircraft. 
Designed and built by Orville and Wilbur Wright,the Flyer made its 
historic flight on 17 Dec. 1903. This groundbreaking aircraft, a biplane 
with a wingspan of 40ft,  sustained a brief flight of 12 seconds, covering 
a distance of 120ft. The Fabric Sample captures a piece of aviation 
history frozen in time by crystal-clear Lucite acrylic. This extraordinary 
keepsake features an authentic piece of fabric from the iconic aircraft 
that revolutionized human flight and opened the skies to a new era of 
possibilities. Whether you’re an aviation enthusiast, a history buff, or 
simply admire groundbreaking achievements, this display is a must-have 
addition to your collection ......................................................................... $125

Somebody has to own history–
why not you?

We’re pleased to offer a rotating inventory of affordable, historically 
significant, and fully-authentic collectibles in very limited quantities. 
View our current offerings at ExecutiveCurrency.com/collectibles

Intelligent Additions on Sale:

29. $1 2021 FRN Star Pack. Historically significant as it seems to be the final 
series of sequential star packs based upon a recent press release from the 
BEP. Late 2023, non-consecutive packs were reported. This is also the 
first time both signers are female. 100 consecutive replacement notes in 
original BEP strap. Back in Stock! Gem. ...................................................$235

30. $1 2021 FRN Pair of Star Packs. As described above with a slight 
discount for a quantity. Gem. ...................................................................$450

31. $1 2021 FRN Star Packs. For quantities of 5+ please call for dealer pricing. 
32. $2 2017-A FRN Star Pack. 100 consecutive replacement notes in 

original BEP strap. Gem. .............................................................................$695
33. $2 2017-A FRN Star BRICK. 10 Consecutive Packs from San Francisco 

each containing 100 consecutive notes in original BEP shrink-wrapped 
plastic with BEP barcode label. Since 1981, we’ve only had the privilege to 
own exactly two other $2 star bricks. Gem. .........................................$6995 

34. $1 FRN Set of 5: Radar Serial Numbers. A cheap offering of 
5 notes that have serials that read identically forwards and backwards. 
Gem................................................................................................................ $100


